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The Patristic Inheritance in Calvin's
Understanding ofSin as an
Obstacle to Theological Knowledge

James D. Ernest

/II very basic theological question is, "ls theological knowlC11\ edge possible?" And if it is, under what conditions?
When we pose these questions to John Calvin, we receive
answers that illustrate both his indebtedness to patristic traditions and the difficulty of tracing dependency upon particular
patristic writings and texts. In particular, it appears that he tacitly follows a line within the patristic tradition that emphasized piety as a prerequisite to theological knowledge.
Calvin, in common with the Christian tradition in general, contemplates the possibility of acquiring theological
knowledge both through observation of the created world
and through the Word of God as given in Scripture. With
regard to the former, Calvin has been construed both as
affirming and as denying the possibility of natural theologyor at least of a "Christian natural theology, as Emil Brunner
phrased it in the1930s. 1
An approach to Calvin's thought on this matter could
begin with the two kinds of twofold knowledge found in the
Institutes. First there is the duplex cognitio dei or domini
(twofold knowledge of God or of the Lord) that became an
organizing principle of the Institutes in the 1559 Latin edition.
Calvin grouped its eighty chapters into four books, the first
titled, On knowledge of God as creator, and the second,
II
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"On knowledge of God as redeemer."2 Another duplex cognitio
is spelled out in the opening sentence of the Institutes: "Nearly
all the wisdom we possess, that is to say, true and sound wisdom, consists of two parts: the knowledge of God and of ourselves."3 Calvin says that it is not easy to discern which precedes and which follows. The subheadings added in chapter 1
in the McNeill-Battles edition ("I. Without knowledge of self
there is no knowledge of God." and "2. Without knowledge of
God there is no knowledge of self") encourage the impression
that these two knowledges are mutually dependent and mutually transforming: a balanced pair. 4
Serene Jones, however, has pointed out that the opening
paragraphs of the Institutes are carefully crafted for rhetorical
effect.s They are meant to capture the benevolence of literate
humanists of the early sixteenth century by acknowledging the
renaissance emphasis on human beings as worthy objects of
study-then lead such readers to properly theocentric piety.
Calvin may show his hand early in the 1560 French edition.
Where earlier Latin and French versions say something like,
"knowledge of God and of ourselves, "6 the final French edition
in 1560 says. "in knowing God each one of us also knows himself."7 At any rate, Calvin's closing observation in this opening
section of the Institutes was already in place in 1539: "The order
of right teaching requires that we discuss first [knowledge of
God], then proceed afterward to discuss [knowledge of ourselves]."8 As the Institutes unfolds, the two are in fact interwoven. Clearly self-knowledge needs to be corrected and illuminated by knowledge of God as revealed in Sc;:ripture. Human
sinfulness makes it impossible for humans to know either God
as their creator or their own nature unless they come to know
themselves as impaired by sin and God as their redeemer.9
In editions prior to the 1559 Institutes, chapter 1 was
titled, "Knowledge of God," and chapter 2 was, "Knowledge
of man." More specifically, in the 1539 Latin edition and the
1541 French editions, chapter 2 was, "Knowledge of man and
free will." In the 1543 Latin edition and 1545 French editions,
the title of chapter 2 is less optimistic: "On the knowledge of
man, in which are treated original sin, the natural corruption
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of man, the impotence of free will, and the regeneration
effected in us by grace and by the help of the Holy Spirit."
Finally, in 1559 and 1560, "Knowledge of man" is no longer a
heading in its own right. The material formerly included in
the chapter so titled is still present, but it has been repositioned near the beginning of book 2, which is titled, "The
knowledge of God the redeemer in Christ," and whose first
chapter is titled, "How by the fall and revolt of Adam the
whole human race was subjected to a curse and has declined
from its origin, and concerning original sin." The rhetorical
features that Jones points out are still there to draw more optimistic humanists into Calvin's analysis, but clearly this analysis will not flatter anyone's delusions about the human condition and potential apart from divine intervention. Calvin
states in Institutes 1.3.1 that all humans share in a sensus divinitatis (an innate awareness of God's existence) and in 1.4.1
notes a corresponding semen religion is (an innate seed of
piety). Furthermore, in 1.5.1 he follows Paul's argument in
Romans 1:19-20 that the created universe itself is a kind of
mirror in which God's power and deity are apparent. But
meanwhile in 1.4.1 he has already cited Romans 1:21-22 to
the effect that humans through their own wickedness became
foolish, their thinking futile. Humankind's natural knowledge
of God is possible but not actual.
With regard to Calvin's interpretation of Romans I, David
Steinmetz has compared Calvin's Romans commentary,originally published in 1540, with the earlier commentaries of
Augustine (i.e., the Expositio quarundam propositionum ex Epistola ad Romanos), Denis the Carthusian (as a representative of
the late medieval tradition), and three Protestant commentators: Melanchthon, Bullinger, and Bucer.l0 He finds that
Calvin agrees with his predecessors "that the created world
demonstrates God's existence and that human beings without
exception know by nature that there is a God ... and that ...
[the world] reveals enough of God's will and nature to stimulate human beings to praise and glorify God." But unlike the
others Calvin does not find in Paul a statement that humans
have any reliable natural knowledge of God's will or essence.
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From the 1540 Romans commentary through Calvin's latest
works, Steinmetz finds that Calvin distinctively perceives a
gap between what God offers and what humans actually
receive. As in Calvin's eucharistic theology, which holds that
Christ's body and blood are truly offered wherever the
eucharist is observed but truly received only by faith, so also
with the natural knowledge of God: the whole universe is suffused with its revelation, but humans only receive this knowledge aright by faith. 11
The fall corrupted whatever natural ability humans had,
as created beings, to know God, making necessary the revelation given in Scripture (Institutes 1.6). Calvin uses the simile
of spectacles: just as an old man who cannot read the letters
in a book may begin to see them clearly when he puts on eyeglasses, so Scripture clarifies what otherwise remains confused
for us and so makes accessible the knowledge of God (Institutes 1.6.1). But here again a gap appears between what is
offered and what is received: biblical revelation is ineffective
apart from a properly receptive (Latin and French: dociles) and
correctly guided reader. Just as there can be no natural knowledge of God apart from religio and pietas (1.2.1), there can be
no biblically-derived knowledge without them (Institutes
1.6.2). But given his convictions regarding human inability to
muster adequate religio and pietas, Calvin attributes effective
revelation through Scripture to the Holy Spirit: the testimonium internum whereby the Christian comes to credit Scripture
as God's own utterance, (1.7.4) and the illumination whereby
the Christian is enabled to receive that utterance and act on it
(2.2.21 ),12 The theological knowledge that Calvin is interested
in is indistinguishable from faith. 13 Calvin analyzes the noetic
effects of sin not as an exercise in psychology or epistemology
but as a pointer to piety as the necessary condition of a saving
knowledge of God. 14
To return now to the feature that Steinmetz found to be
the novum in Calvin's exegesis of Romans 1, the gap between
the knowledge of God that is offered and the knowledge that
is actually received: this gap corresponds to what Dowey had
observed in Calvin's whole teaching on this question. In
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Dowey's terms, "the revelation itself is not harmed. Man's
receiving apparatus functions wrongly. "15 Steinmetz finds
none of the many Romans commentaries written in Calvin's
day arguing for culpable human blindness in the same way
that Calvin does,16 Steinmetz believes that Parker, in his earlier survey of commentaries on the same pericope of Romans
from the same decade, was too cautious in worrying that
"such short passages of commentary ... would fail ... to do
justice to the author."17 But even if Steinmetz has not missed
anything in the sixteenth-century figures whose commentaries he surveys, we may.ask whether Calvin's conception of
the noetic effects of sin is perhaps found elsewhere in Augustine or in other earlier Christian writers. If we broaden our
search beyond commentaries on Romans and keep piety in
mind as the scope of Calvin's argument, we find ample precedent.
Calvin certainly knew Augustine's treatise De THnitate,18
The opening sentence of this treatise targets "the sophistries
of those who disdain to begin with faith, and are deceived by
a crude and perverse love of reason" (THnitate 1.1.1) and the
inadequacy of reason for gaining knowledge of God is
emphasized throughout. Readers are told that they must
purge their minds (1.1.3), that the "eye of the human mind
... is dazzled ... unless it be invigorated by the nourishment
of the righteousness of faith." Successive books of the treatise
begin with similar metadiscussion of the possibility of
achieving theological knowledge. The beginning of book 4
suggests that while humans are fond of seeking knowledge of
things terrestrial and celestial they might do better to begin
with self-knowledge, that is, with recognizing the human
self s weakness, so as afterward, having been awakened
toward God and "kindled by the warmth of the Holy Spirit, "
to be able to seek knowledge in a way that builds up. Those
who have thought they could purify their own minds sufficiently to be able to contemplate God have been disabled by
pride (4.15.20). Quoting Romans 1:21-22, Augustine indicates that those philosophers in professing themselves wise
became fools with the consequence that their mind's eye was
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unable to perceive the creator in the creation or even to
receive angelic messengers, as the humble and pious prophets
did (4.15.23). At the beginning of book 14 Augustine makes
explicit the role of pietas. Quoting Job 28:28, Augustine holds
out pietas (theosebeia) as a properly human sapientia (sophia)
and scientia (episteme). The route to this knowledge lies
through the restoration of the imago dei, which comes up for
discussion in book 9 and dominates the rest of the treatise.
Augustine finds that the mind itself, which is the imago or the
residence of the imago, has a trinitarian structure. The renewal
of the imago dei is the renewing of the mind mentioned in
Romans 12:1, and, according to Colossians 2:11, it is a renewing in the knowledge of God (Trinitate 14.16.22).
At the beginning of the fifteenth and final book of the De
trinitate, Augustine indicates that so far he has been trying to
teach believers on the basis of biblical interpretation to find
traces of the Trinity in things created. He will now attempt to
reach any who are open to reason (15. 1. I)-though with the
stipulation that the quest for understanding must begin from
faith (15.2.2). This project soon leads him into conflict with
the philosophical schools, beginning with the Academics in
15.12.21. He also mentions Eunomius, one of the so-called
neo-Arians of the fourth century against whom the standard
rap was that they were impious logic-choppers. Even when
attempting to argue on the basis of reason, Augustine fears his
readers will be done in by the dullness and weakness of the
human mind. He urges them first to believe the Scriptures,
then to "strive, by praying and seeking and living well, that
they may understand" (15.15.49). It seems that conversion
produces the hermeneutical stance that is a prerequisite to
theological knowledge.
Is the assertion that the human subject must be predisposed in a certain way in order to attain knowledge a rhetorical topos, a case of question-begging, or an integrated theological argument? Captatio benevolentiae is a task of the
effective orator, but could also serve as a label for what, at
least in certain streams of the Christian tradition, becomes a
work of divine grace. The second chapter of the Epistle to
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Diognetus, an apologia for Christianity as a third way over
against paganism and Judaism, urges:
Come then, clear yourself of all the prejudice which occupies
your mind, and throw aside the custom which deceives you,
and become as it were a new man from the beginning, as one,
as you yourself also admitted, who is about to listen to a new
story. (LCL)

This is conventional rhetoric, and rather weak at that. The
reader is simply and briefly urged to have an open mind.
Compare the second chapter of another early apology, the Ad
Autolycum ofTheophilus of Antioch, which opens: "But if you
say, 'Show me thy God: I would reply, 'Show me yourself, and
I will show you my God'" (Ad Autolycum 1.1;ANF2:89).
As far as I know, Calvin never mentions Theophilus, but
here is a general precedent for Calvin's twofold knowledge of
God and of self. The eyes of the soul and the ears of the heart
are meant to perceive God, but something has gone wrong.
For God is seen by those who are enabled to see Him when they
have the eyes of their soul opened: for all have eyes; but in some
they are overspread, and do not see the light of the sun. Yet it
does not follow, because the blind do not see, that the light of
the sun does not shine; but let the blind blame themselves and
their own eyes. So also thou, 0 man, hast the eyes of thy soul
overspread by thy sins and evil deeds. As a burnished mirror, so
oUght man to have his soul pure. When there is rust on the mirror, it is not possible that a man's face be seen in the mirror; so
also when there is sin in a man, such a man cannot behold God
(ANF2:89).

There follows a Paul-style sin list, then this:
All these things, then, involve you in darkness, as when a filmy
defluxion on the eyes prevents one from beholding the light of
the sun: thus also do iniquities, 0 man, involve you in darkness, so that you cannot see God (ANF 2:89).
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In the fourth century, Athanasius contributed a two-part
work, Contra gentes and De incarnatione, to the apologetic tradition-probably at least in part in order to replace the overly
rationalistic writings of Eusebius, whose Praeparatio evangelica
begins with the claim that the Christian message can be
demonstrated in apodeixis and so does not need to rely on alogos pistis.1 9 We cannot prove that Athanasius is dependent on
his Alexandrian forebear Theophilus, but he appears to follow
along a similar track. Unlike Diognetus, who appeals for a
reasonable, unbiased hearing, Athanasius narrates the human
failure to heed God in Contra gentes 2-3 and proceeds to
describe the remedy. God made humankind acccording to the
divine image, and while the human soul remained pure, it
could contemplate God unceasingly, in accord with Matthew
5:8, "Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God." But
humankind fell from this purity and into involvement with
material things and bodily lusts-a more Platonic spin than
Paul or Theophilus evidences. The result:
Although the body has eyes in order to view creation and
through its harmonious order to recognize the Creator,
although it also possesses hearing in order to listen to the
divine sayings and the laws of God, and has hands too, in order
to do necessary actions and stretch them out to God in prayer,
yet the soul abandoned the contemplation of the good and virtuous activity, and was from then on deceived and moved in the
opposite direction (Contra gentes 4; translated by Robert W.
Thomson).

So natural and biblical revelation become inneffective
because humankind willfully abandons them. Thus the soul
as mirror (as in Theophilus) no longer reflects the image of
the Father (Contra gentes 8). From humankind's evil choices
follows the development of idolatry.
De incarnatione begins with a repeated reference to the
errors of idolatry and superstition (a pairing that recurs in
Calvin) and then describes the incarnation as God's way of
overcoming death (De incarnatione 4-10) and renewing the
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imago dei (11-16). The coming of the Word, who is the image,
restores humankind according to the image (13). At length
Athanasius concludes by exhorting his readers to study the
Scriptures (56), adding that in order to be able to grasp their
meaning they will need a good life, a pure soul, and virtue
according to Christ (57).
Calvin follows Athanasius and Augustine's pietist
hermeneutic. The witness of nature is spoiled by sin, and the
right predisposition is needed for even biblical revelation to
be effective. Even with the right predisposition, a reader who is
not yet well practiced in Scripture will·benefit from the help
of a guide. 20 Calvin's commentaries on the various books of
Scripture address this need, and so does the Institutes. Calvin's
preface to the 1560 French edition indicates that the purpose
of the Institutes is to provide a guide lest unpracticed readers
of Scripture wander here and there in it and miss the point of
the whole. The responsibility for providing such guidance
falls upon those who like himself "have received from God
fuller light than others." But the essential quality of one who
is able to interpret Scripture rightly is not erudition but pietas.
The title Institutio Christianae Religionis announces not a theological summa but an instruction manual in Christian pietyhis summa pietatis, as it has been called. 21 The fact that it provides apologetic material in addition to fuller and in a sense
more academic instruction than, for example, the catechisms
that Calvin wrote for the Christian communities in Geneva
and Strasbourg takes nothing away from its focus on the
inculcation of piety-which after all in premodern usage
denotes not only an attitude but also doctrinal content. 22 As
Serene Jones points out, the Institutes simultaneously addresses several distinct readerships and so is rhetorically complex:.
We can nevertheless safely say that in general it aims to help
its readers understand Scripture by informing them of a regula
fidei and by forming in them the piety that is prerequisite to
understanding. Calvin understands the importance of the
interpreter in the interpretive process. Ganoczy and Held suggest thal this may account in part for the absence in Calvin of
the Lutheran dictum about "sacra scriptura sui ips ius interpres"
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(sacred scripture as its own interpreter). A text doesn't interpret itself without the subjective intervention of an interpreter.
Nor, as Ganoczy and Held suggest further, does Calvin share
the early Luther's interest in excluding churchly teaching
authority from the interpretive process. 23 Calvin's work as a
doctor is a ministry of the church. It is not an academic exercise and does not follow rationalistic presuppositions and
methods. Here he follows Athanasius and Augustine faithfully-adding a heavier emphasis on the work of the Holy Spirit.
References to early Christian writers permeate Calvin's
writings. 24 Appeals ad fontes were a prominent feature of his
renaissance milieu. In the church, Reformers in and out of
communion with Rome sought restoration of what they
believed to have been an original purity lost through
medieval accretions. In his Preface to the King of France
Calvin devotes a major section to refuting opponents'
attempts to set the fathers in opposition to the Reformers. In
the polity sections of book 4 of the 1559 Latin version Calvin
characterizes the fathers as "ancient and from a better era than
this."2s Roughly speaking, for Calvin this age continued
through the age of Gregory the Great, i.e., the first six centuries of the Christian era. 26 By highlighting the agreement of
Reformation teachings with writers of that era, Calvin thought
to "guarantee the integrity and the catholicity of the Reformation."27 So he cites various early writers frequently. Lane suggests that when Calvin explicitly cites the fathers it is usually
for polemical purposes, but any sharp distinction between
positive and polemical function seems artificial.2 8 As Lane
also warns, when Calvin does not cite a patristic writer we
must be wary of claiming direct dependence on the basis of
similarity of ideas; how would we know, he asks, whether
Calvin is directly dependent on Augustine at some particular
point, for example, or has picked up the Augustinianism of
the later tradition ?29 Since Calvin "almost never names late
medieval theologians or theological schools, "30 even thorough familiarity with the whole corpus of Christian writing
between Augustine and Calvin would not make it easy to trace
actual lines of influence. Both Lane and Van Oort foreswear
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any such attempt. 31 What they do choose to do is valid and
helpful, and they should not be faulted for not undertaking
the further vast and undefinable task·of mapping Calvin's
reception of the patristic heritage throughout his corpus.
Given, however, that Calvin documents his agreements and
disagreements with earlier writers not throughout as a matter
of obligation but only where some rhetorical purpose will be
served, at many points he will follow a line of thought that is
found earlier in the tradition without crediting earlier writers.
This practice reminds me ·of one patristic author's suggestion-not an innovative suggestion on his part, I believe, but
a common assumption-that whereas heretical notions have
founders and histories, orthodoxy has no history. It simply is
what it is. If intellectual historians today disagree and hold
that orthodoxy-including Calvinian orthodoxy-does
indeed have a history, then we should be willing to try to trace
that history even when Calvin has not left us clear markers
and our results must consequently be at best probable. 32
Author
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